
Lynx Portable battery operated CCTV magnifier
with 10.4 inch screen and mouse.

The Lynx portable magnifier offers a compact design
that will fit easily into any workspace, from a desktop
to a counter-top, to fit any lifestyle. The self-contained
system offers 3 hours of battery life with a 10.4-inch of
viewing space and weighs only 8 pounds.

Lynx is the latest in portable technology. It is a
portable battery powered system ideal for travelling
flexibility, with distance viewing, and two camera
options. Now you can go to business meetings, or
work in the classroom and have everything you need
at your fingertips.

From:
Pamtrad Customs, The Stables

22 Ruddington Lane
Wilford, Nottingham. NG11 7BH

Tel: 0115 981 6636
email: info@pamtrad.co.uk
website: www.pamtrad.co.uk

3x to 20x linear magnification
Automatic focusing
Full natural colour
Enhanced negative/positive modes
False colours
Distance viewing
Self viewing
Foldable & portable
Mouse camera
USB output
Separate remote control
Battery, carry bag and charger

Price £1995 delivered with training
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Neat features:

A lightweight system with a large screen, and long battery
life makes this product a ideal solution where more
magnification is needed than handheld magnifiers can
offer. Choose colour, positive or negative text, or yellow on
blue viewing mode and adjust brightness to best suit your
needs for optimal reading and writing results.

The handy mouse camera gives you total control for
reading at a speed comfortable for you. The main camera
gives you the ability to view pictures, objects, read and
write, and even distance view with ease. The adjustable
arm allows you to set the camera to fit your personal
viewing needs perfectly. Setting the camera via the
adjustable arm makes distant viewing instant. The quick
release camera allows for easy storage and carrying.

Comes with:AC adapter, carry case, mouse camera, USB
output cable and remote control.


